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Contents
Game board, spinner arrow and base, 12 suitcase tiles,
4 collection boards, 1 wooden train, 12 game pieces.

Play with the App!

Aim of the game

Download the free The Little Train
Game App! Use the app to replace
the spinner in the game and get
exciting surprise moves for the game.
The app is now available in English!

Collect your three missing
suitcases from the different
stations. The first player to do it
wins!

Setup
1. Attach the spinner arrow to
the game board and assemble
the game board on the playing
surface.

2. Each player chooses a colour
and takes the three game
pieces of that colour, as well as
a matching collection board.

3. Place one of your game pieces
on the train and the two others
at your own station, which is
the same colour as your game
pieces.
4. Shuffle the
suitcases with
the light brown,
stickered side up,
and spread them

out at the stations according
to the colour of the stickers.
Place all the suitcases with blue
stickers on the blue station, etc.
Just don’t turn them over yet!
5. The player who last saw a real
train moves the train in front of
their own station and starts the
game by spinning the spinner!
Turns always pass clockwise.

On your turn…

2. Then it’s the next player’s turn!

Spin the spinner and move the
train as many steps clockwise
along the track as the spinner
shows. Each differently coloured
stretch of the track counts as one
step.

Remember, that if you have at
least one game piece at your
own station and none on the
train, you can add a game piece
to the train whenever it stops at
your station - even during another
player’s turn!

When the train stops at a
station…

Note! You can only ever have one
game piece aboard the train at a
time!

Special situations
What if…
… The train stops at another
player’s station where you
already have a game piece?
When the train has stopped in either one of
these two spaces, it is at the red station!
1. Move your game piece from the
train onto the station and turn
over any one of the suitcase
tiles at that station.

 If the other side of the
suitcase matches the colour
of your game pieces take
the tile and place it on your
collection board along with the
game piece.

 If the other side of the
suitcase is the wrong colour,
turn the tile back with the
stickered side up, and leave the
game piece on the station – not
on any of the suitcase tiles. Try
to remember which tile you
turned, so that you can keep
looking for the right one on
your following turns.
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Choose a new suitcase and turn it
over as above.
For example:
On his/her turn, the red player
stops at the blue station, and he/
she already has a game piece
there. The red player can now turn
a new suitcase tile.
… You stop at your own station
where you still have a game
piece?
Move the game piece onto the
train if one of your game pieces
isn’t already aboard the train.
Then it’s the next player’s
turn! If none of your game
pieces are at your own station,
your turn is over.
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For example:
The train stops at the red station.
The red player can move his/her
own game piece onboard the train,
as there was no red game piece on
the train before.
… The train stops at a station
where you have no game
piece and none of your game
pieces are aboard the train?
It’s the next player’s turn!
For example:
On his/her turn, the red player
stops at the blue station, and he/
she does not have a game piece
on the station or the train. The red
player’s turn is now over.
… You stop at a station from
which you’ve already
collected a suitcase?
You get to play again!
For example:
The red player stops at the blue
station, where he/she has already
found his/her suitcase. The red
player gets to play again!

End of the game
The first player to have all their
game pieces and three suitcases on
their collection board wins!

